
SCHOOL OF MATHEMATICS AND STATISTICS 

Minutes of the School Meeting 

Held at 2.00pm, 25 February 2011, MLR3 

 

Present:  Andrew Bassom (HOS), John Bamberg, Kathleen Chindarsi, Ed Cripps, Alice Devillers, Nev 
Fowkes, Michael Giudici, Des Hill, Jenny Hopwood, Les Jennings, Nazim Khan, John Lau, Cai Heng Li, 
Robin Milne, Kevin Murray, Gopal Nair, Lyle Noakes, Gordon Royle, James Springham, Valery 
Stefanov, Thomas Stemler, Lucho Stoyanov, Steve Su, Christian Thomas, Berwin Turlach, Alan 
Woods,  Tania Blackwell (Minutes) 

1. Apologies 
Mike Alder, Wally Andrioni, CJ Goh, Andrei Volodin 
 

2. HOS Report 
 
- Organisational Change 
 
As you know all the data has been collected for the Organisational Change.  It has been 
checked, ratified and the Dean has made contact with some people within the Faculty.  
Negotiations are now under way.  Those staff who are going to accept voluntary redundancy 
have been given a finishing date of 11 March 2011.  At present staff who may take voluntary 
redundancy are still included on the teaching timetable so there may be some last minute 
changes to teaching allocations.   
 
- ERA Outcome 
 
In the recent ERA exercise all subjects in the country were divided into 2 figure subject areas.  
These subject areas were then divided into sub-areas and a score of 1-5 given for each area, 
with 5 being the top score.    We ended up with an overall score of 4 for Mathematics, with 
an exceptional score of 5 for Pure, 4 for Applied and 3 for Statistics.  Compared to Schools at 
other Universities we did very well.   ANU was the only other University to receive a 5 for 
Pure, only Newcastle received a 5 for Applied, and Queensland received the only 5 for 
Statistics.  Our scores are comparable with Melbourne and Sydney.  The result of this is that 
the University will receive some funding based on these figures.  There have been mixed 
messages on how the money will be distributed.  However, Robyn Owens has had a meeting 
of the University Research Committee where they selected six areas within the University to 
support and Mathematics and Statistics is one of those areas.   
 
The ERA is clearly going to be extremely important for the foreseeable future.  At the recent 
ANZIAM conference and ACHMS meeting in Melbourne talks were given by various people 
about the ERA and winning and losing strategies.  The advice clearly coming out from these 
panels is that papers in a and a* journals are good, papers in b class are ok but if you are 
writing in 3 class journals you are better off not writing that paper.   Citation indexes will still 



be looked at as well as grant money.  For the next ERA they will be inviting comments on any 
journals that were inappropriately ranked but they will not be re-ranking all journals.  The 
ERA will run again in 2012.  The census date for that will be the end of March and for 
publications to count they had to be out in press by the end of last December.  We can start 
looking ahead to the ERA in 2016/2017.   
 
- Research room 
 
Two years ago we received an anonymous donation of $85,000 to spend on the School of 
Mathematics and Statistics and so far it hasn’t been used.  I have received one proposal from 
John Bamberg to use some of the funds setting up room 2.19 as a research room.  This room 
would be available for small meetings.  $8,000-$10,000 would be needed to set the room 
up.  A suggestion was put forward that it be set up with a card activated door.  All staff were 
in favour.   
 
- General 
 
There is a lot of reorganisation going on in the Faculty at the moment in relation to 
procedures and policies.  The Professional staff are producing procedures for various items 
eg. Visitors, travel and purcashing.  These procedures will be forwarded to staff as soon as 
they are available.   
 
There has been no recent progress on a Common Room for the School.  Some options are 
using the kitchen in MILC, converting one of the Honours or Masters rooms or converting 
MLR3.  There were objections last time to MLR3 as we would be losing a teaching venue.  If 
staff are willing to take tutorials elsewhere we could probably have MLR3 converted into a 
tearoom but we would need to plan this well in advance as classes have already been 
booked to this room for this year.   
 
- Budget 
 
At this stage I think the budget looks ok.  The Faculty intends that very soon individual 
sections will no longer have section grants.  Instead funds will be allocated to individuals for 
travel etc using a formula based on grant incomes etc.    
 

3. Committee Reports 
 

a. Teaching & Learning Committee 
 

Des Hill reported.  Enrolment numbers are better than last year.  This is our first intake 
of students with different high school mathematics.  We have also got some new units 
running this year which will have to be fine-tuned over the next couple of years.  We 
have only just got enough lecturers to cover teaching this semester.  The first 
enrolments in the new degrees start next year.  Students are allowed the option of 



transitioning from the old majors to the new majors.  This will provide some 
administration headaches but not too many problems from a teaching point of view.   
 
Next year we will have our two big first year units come on stream – Mathematical 
Methods 1 and 2.  A lot of staff are involved in the development of these units.  This will 
become more involved come second semester.  For the next few months we should be 
able to focus on our teaching for this semester.  
 
Berwin will be handling timetabling and OLCR this year while Jenny is taking care of 
lecture allocations and casual staff allocation.   
 
Gordon queried why staff are still giving tutorials, particularly given the reduction in staff 
numbers which should mean the budget has eased up.  The response was that the 
budget is not freed up yet and one of the indications from the Organisational Change 
was that Maths and Stats are not heavily loaded in regards to teaching.  Therefore we do 
need to proceed carefully, however, the Dean has stated that as we are losing staff we 
do have the freedom to use more casual staff.  In another month we should have a 
better idea of where we stand and can make better arrangements for Semester 2.   
 
There is a recommendation for our new 2012 units that we have two hour workshops 
and tutorials.  Nazim queried whether anyone is looking at these proposals and whether 
they are the best option and whether the resources are available.  Des will follow this up 
with the Associate Dean (Teaching).   
 
 
b. Outreach Committee 

 
Michael Giudici reported that everything is going well and the Committee is still meeting 
regularly.  Students from Shenton College visited on Tuesday.  Next week we will be 
visiting students from Bunbury as part of the IMU visit.  We also had students from 
Malaysia stopping in for a visit.  2011 is the Year of Maths at UWA.   

 
4. Any Other Business 

John Bamberg asked how the Faculty Workload Model was progressing.  This is out of the 
School’s hands and any queries will need to be directed to the Faculty.   
 
 
Meeting closed 2.50pm.  

 


